
Chapter 5 

Stance Leg Kinematics 

5.1 Stance leg modeling 

In robotic modeling, the implementation of stance foot kinematics model is important 
smce, 

" 
(i) the cyclic gait requirements depend on this modeling 
(ii) the movement of the hip in forward direction is based on the stance foot 

kinematics modeling 

l'llerefore, the stance foot is need to be orientated its joints according to move the hip in 
forward direction while performing the swinging operation simultaneously. The time 
pniod must be similar for both cases. 

5. 2 Mathematical modeling 
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Figure 5.1: Stance leg and nomenclature 

5.2.1 DH parameters for stance leg 

In this modeling, the stance leg is also assumed to be a serial link planer manipulator in 
\\i1ich its base is ankle and end effector being hip. In this case, the number of link is equal 
tn two since the stance foot is stationary. 
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1 a i-1 a i-1 di 81 

1 0 0 0 86 

2 0 LI 0 8s 

3 0 L2 0 0 

Table 5.1: DH parameters of stance leg 

In this case B1 = 0 as there is no 3rd link. 
J 

5.2.2 Link transformation, homogeneous transformation and end effector matrices 
for stance leg 

To obtain homogeneous transformation matrix for the stance leg it is needed to derive 
individual link transformation matrix, using the equation (3.6), the general form of link 
transformation matrix is, 

ce, - se, 0 a,_] 
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CB,Sa,_1 Ca,_1 Ca,_1d, 

0 0 0 1 

and the D-H table for stance leg, ~T, ~T, ~T can be calculated as 

i = 1 
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or= I se6 ce6 o o 
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0 0 L2 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 

l ht homogeneous transformation matrix ~T can be obtained as: 
11 ''T 1T 2T I X 2 X 3 

a~ 

; 

cos( B6 + B5 ) - sin(B6 + BJ 0 L1 cos B6 + L2 cos( B6 + B5 ) 

(ll ·/ sin([)~+ BJ cos( [)6 + B5 ) 0 L1 sin B6 + L2 sin( B6 + BJ / 
J 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

(5.1) 

To apply inverse kinematics, it is needed to define the end effector matrix for this stance 
leg. That is the matrix that describes position and orientation of the hip reference to the 
ankle. By inspecting the pattern of the homogeneous transformation matrix it can be 
proposed that, 

~·t)S rjJ -sin¢ 0 -Xo 

sin¢ cos¢ 0 Yo (5.2) 
0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

a~ tne end effector matrix. 

Vv lwre ¢ represents the orientation of the hip reference to the -X 0 axis and ( x
0

, Yo) is the 

ctwrdinates ofhip. 

5.2.3 Derivation of joint angle equations 

llw- derivation is based on the inverse kinematics theory. In inverse kinematics, the 
homugeneous transformation matrix can be equal to end effector matrix. 

L1: equating element (1,4) of homogeneous transformation matrix (5.1) to element (1,4) of 
end etTector matrix(5.2) the following expression can be obtained. 

\ . -lL1 cos B6 + L2 cos( B6 + B5 ) J (5.3) 

H: equating element (2,4) of homogeneous transformation matrix(5.1) to element (2,4) of 
end effector matrix(5.2) the expression for Y0 is as below; 
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Y0 = L1 sin 86 + L 2 sin(B6 + 85 ) 

B\ squaring (5.3) and (5.4), then adding 

\ + Yo2 = [LI cos e6 + L2 cos( e5 + e6) ]
2 + [LI sin e6 + L2 sin( e6 + e5) ]

2 

x2 2 ? 2 
,.l lS 11 - o +Yo + L- + L . u5 - I 2 

2L1L2 

l11crefore, 

'>Ill &5 = )1- cosB5 

II =A tan 2[S5 , Cs) 

5 .. ~ Modification of swing leg kinematics 

" 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

\\ hen derivation of kinematic model for swing leg, it is assumed that the "swing leg is 
equal to 3 link planner manipulator and it's stationary base is hip and end effector is ankle". 
In stance leg model derivations, it is assumed that the "stance leg is a 2-link planner 
manipulator whose stationary base is ankle and moving end effector is hip". These two 
cases create a contradiction i.e. in first case hip is considered as fixed but, in second case it 
1s moving. To avoid this contradiction, the swing leg kinematics model is need to be 
modified by adding another co-ordinate frame to hip in first case as illustrated by the 
F1gure 5.2 
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Figure 5.2: Robot lower body with moving hip 

It: this modification X and Y coordinates are modified as, 

=(x-x1 cosa)-x' 

} =(H+x1 sina-y)+L1y 

(5.6) 
(5.7) 
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\\'here, x' is the horizontal hip movement from initial point and fly is the vertical hip 
n10vement from initial point. 

5.3.1 Trajectory planning of hip 

h previous case, it is noted that the hip is also moving simultaneously with swing leg 
L•peration. Therefore, it is needed to predefine the hip trajectory. 

lu plan hip trajectory, the rimless wheel simulation can be adopted. 

5.3.2 Rimless wheel simulation 
" 

In rimless wheel simulation [20] it is considered a wheel with spokes and rim. When 
rulling the wheel, it can be seen that the trajectory of the centre of the wheel is straight line. 
In the case of rimless wheel simulation, the trajectory of the centre is not a straight line. If 
number of spokes increases, this trajectory closes to a straight line as illustrated in Figure 
' " :: _) 
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Figure 5.3: The simulation of rimless wheel 

Hy applying this concept for hip trajectory planning, it can be assumed that the hip 
trajectory is a straight line. In the case of ramp walking, the hip trajectory is a straight line 
rarallel to the sloping surface. 
!hen the equation for e6 can be derived as follows, 

H y rimless wheel simulation result, it can be assumed that, 
,\H = (tana).x 

Performing change of variables and introducing K 1 and K2 8
6 

can be found as, 

11 =A tan 2(Y0 ,X0 )-A tan 2(Kp K 2 ) 

\\'here, X 0 ,Y0 as above ( 5. 6) and ( 5. 7) 

!>. 
1 
= L1 + L2 cos 85 

I\ 2 = L2 sin 85 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 
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In bipedal walking cyclic gait concept is important since it repeats the robot position of 
each walking cycle. Due to this repetition the equations derived for one walking cycle can 
he used for the other walking cycles also. The basic requirement for cyclic gait is as 
tollows; 

!Initial pose of swing leg ] = [Final pose of stance leg] 

I ()2 ] initial= [ ()5 Jtinal 

I O, ]initial= [ 86 ]tina! 

It these requirements are satisfied, the stance leg becomes swing leg in the next gait cycle 
and vice versa. 

5.3.3 Calculations of hip movement 

\\ hen swing leg moves one step length it is needed to find the distance of hip movement to 
maintain cyclic gait requirements. In this research, used a graphical method to find hip 
movement distance. The steps of this graphical method are as follows. 

Find initial pose ofthe stance leg, using the equations derived for()
5 

and8
6

• To find 
initial position it needs X0 and Yo terms as 

X 0 =x-[x2 -x1]cosa 

fc1 = H -[x2 -x1 ]sina+~H 
Substituting initial condition, x = 0 and ~H = 0 

()5 and 86 can be calculated utilizing the equations (5.5) and (5.9) 

Find initial pose of swing leg using the equations (3.8) and (3 .13) derived for e, and 

82 and equations for x and y with following initial conditions. 
x =xi cos a, y =xi sma 

X =0 

~y=O 

Equate final pose of stance leg to initial pose of swing leg and obtain 8
5 

and ()
6 final values. 

"+ Drawing the two positions of stance foot and measure the hip movement distance. 

B) using this graphical method it can be verified that the hip movement distance is 
equivalent to half of the step length. 
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